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Abstract. According to the perception that subjects have about geographic objects, people can evaluate their proximity. The 
answers to the question if a geographic object is near other will be different according to the environment that the objects 
belong to. Also, when we consider geographic objects that do not have well defined boundaries, the perceptions of people with 
respect to the distance will be very different. This work focuses on determining the proximity relationships between 
geomorphological objects such as mountains and plains in order to find composite geomorphometric objects based on their 
semantic description. The paper describes a methodology in which we propose the use of relations between geomorphological 
objects to determine if an area (semantically described) can be considered as a “valley”. We particularize the distance metric in 
the application domain of the landforms byapplying polls that allow us to obtain the perception of people about the proximity.  

Keywords: geomorphological object, subjective distance, proximity relationships, digital elevation model. 

 

1 Introduction 
 

Nowadays, Digital Elevation Model (DEM) are very useful in several applications related to Geographic Information Systems 
(GIS), including the environmental science, prevention of natural disasters, homeland security, among others. The geometric 
characteristics of DEM (resolution, coordinates, rows and columns number, etc.) describe the aspects of the terrain, which 
represent their properties. In addition, the morphometry of the terrain is in charged of analyzing the existence and distribution of 
geospatial objects that are described by means of DEMs. 

 
In the methodology proposed by Villegas [10], it is possible to identify the geomorphological objects contained in a DEM, 
taking into account the primitive characteristics (altitude and area) as instances of any concept in the domain ontology of the 
landforms, developed in this work. However, there are concepts in the ontology that cannot be instantiated only with the 
primitive properties of the found objects, such they refer relationships with other objects that cannot be directly evaluated. Such 
case is presented in the valleys (“an extension of flat terrain that is surrounded by elevations”, according to [2]) that cannot be 
identified without existence of other geomorphological objects that surround them. Because of this, in Quintero [6], Villegas 
[10] the valleys are only identified as “plains”. 

 
Thus, this work attempts to develop a methodology for specializing the description of a geomorphological object (mountains, 
mounts, highlands, hills, plains, plateaus and basins) to the most appropriate concept, according to the relationships that such 
object with others present in the DEM. By taking into account the “valleys” as a case study, it is necessary to characterize the 
relation “surround” to identify if a “plain” can be specialized as a “valley”. Moreover, to determine if some objects, “surround” 
to other, we propose a method to quantify the proximity relation between the geomorphological objects. However, the 
considered objects should be “near” with respect to the object that “surrounds”.  

 
When people attempt to make a conception about the distance between objects, it can change, according to different perceptions 
of each subject, although such objects have well defined boundaries, for example the buildings. This variation is increased if we 
consider that the objects can have fuzzy boundaries such as the mountains. The proximity spatial relationships are referred to the 
same kind of things that indicates linguistic expressions such as “near” or “far” and the psychological conceptions of people 
about the distance. 
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2 Related work 
 
Digital Elevation Models (DEM) consists of triads of data x, y, z; where the first two coordinates are the horizontal location of a 
point of the Earth's surface and the third it is the value of topographic height [4]. The DEMs are having an important role in 
several fields of the Geographic Information System (GIS), including in environmental science, prevention of natural disasters, 
homeland security, among others. The geometric characteristics of the DEM (resolution, coordinates, row and column numbers, 
etc.) describe the thematic aspects of the terrain, which are represented by their features. At the same time, the geometric shape 
of the terrain is used to analyze its distribution and the concentration of certain geospatial objects that are incorporated to the 
DEMs. 
 
The semantic description of the DEMs is the most important issue of this work. In the Intelligent Processing of Geospatial 
Information Laboratory (PIIG-Lab), different approximations related to the spatial semantic concept applied to DEMs have been 
developed[8]. The spatial semantics pretends to define the way of how to make a semantic description of any spatial objects. In 
Quintero [6], the spatial semantics is defined as follows: 
 
“The semantics is a collection of spatial objects, related between them, it is the set of characteristics that after applying a 
synthesis process to the spatial objects, they are maintained invariant”. 
 
The “semantic” representation of the terrains by means of main parameters has been explored by Wood [11], however, such 
information is described in numeric format, whereby it is applicable only to certain kinds of spatial analysis. The main focus of 
this research is to conceptualize the terrain information, particularly, the proximity relationships. This will be achieved by means 
of the conceptualization of such relationships, in order to avoid numeric information to mainly use a “friendly” representation 
that can be understood for any person without expertise in DEM. 
 
In Quintero [6] the semantic representation of DEMs is presented. This work is focused on developing a methodology that can 
be used to semantically describe the spatial objects contained in a set of raster spatial data (RSD). From the RSDs, it is possible 
to obtain a description of the objects that are represented within the RSD. In other words, it is achieved by the identification of 
the features with some characteristics contained in the landscape. Similarly, in Villegas [10], the elements that are found in a 
DEM by means of the use of conceptualization are obtained, in which the numeric information obtained from the DEM is linked 
with the ontology in order to obtain the spatial objects presented in the RSD. These works have in common the linkage of the 
numeric information with the concepts so that any person can understand the DEM without the need of being an expert. Not 
only these works are focused on the analysis of the numeric information, which has been widely explored, but also they are 
oriented to interpret such information in terms of concepts. 
 
The proximity is a fundamental concept in any space ontology [12]. The beliefs about of the distance play an important role in 
the human activity. For this work, the proximity relationships between spatial objects contained in a DEM are proposed to use. 
That is to define the relations such as being “near”, “far” or “surround” of something. These relations are declared in the 
conceptualization of objects in order to maintain the semantic representation. The combination of such elements allow us to 
obtain a complete description of the DEM, closing more than human beings will be made. 
 
Several works have been developed such as [3], in which a fuzzy measure of distances between spatial objects is proposed. For 
instance, Zhan [13] have called to objects without defined boundaries as fuzzy objects. Hernández [5] and Clementini [1] 
highlight that the concept of proximity is dependent of the context. Considering this frame of reference, it is possible to 
determine that the research works with fuzzy objects and their proximity relations, excluding the context of such objects. 
Nowadays, there is no any work related to determine the proximity relations in the DEMs. 
 

3 The proposed methodology 
 
This paper presents a methodology to describe the way in which geographic objects presented in a DEM are related. The main 
goal is to identify more complex concepts that are possible of detecting only for their basic properties such as plains, elevations 
and depresions. According to the landforms ontology presented by Quintero in [6], the plains can be specialized in valleys, 
plains, highlands, plateaus, etc. Thus, in Torres et al. [9] a methodology to extract raster segments from the DEM is proposed. 
This segments delimit the landforms contained in the DEM as well as an identification or mapping of such segments with 
concepts in the landforms ontology is carried out. However, such identification is made considering only some basic properties 
obtained from the segmentation algorithm that is proposed. It is not always possible to map the segments to the concept that 
better describes it. 
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Then, we consider the definition of valley: “an extension of flat terrain that is surrounded by elevations” [2]; in order to define 
that something is a valley, it is necessary that fulfill with two conditions: 
• It should be a flat extension of the terrain, and 
• It should be surrounded by elevations 
 
The methodology presented by Villegas [8], neither having the capacity of identifying a valley, because it only segments the 
landforms described in a DEM and maps with some concept in the landforms ontology. As we mentioned, the mapping 
corresponds with some of basic shapes: plain, elevations and depressions [6]. 
 
This work takes its starting point the list of landforms contained in the DEM generated by Villegas in [8], and spatial analysis is 
carried out. It determines the better classification of such landforms. In the context of the case study to identify a valley, it is 
necessary to determine if a plain (candidate to be a valley) is surrounded of elevations. 
 
Thus, the methodology consists of characterizing the relations that allow determining the better specialization in the ontology 
that should correspond to a object of the DEM or landform, according to the definition of a certain specialized concept. 
 

3.1 The surrounded_of relation  
 
We consider the following definition of surround: “to put one or more things surround of other”. Then, we consider that “a 
valley is a plain closely surrounded by elevations”. According to this, the elevations that we should be considered for 
determining if a plain can be a valley are those those are near such plain. People can evaluate the proximity of geographic 
objects according to their perception. Questioning whether a certain city is closed to another, the answers vary with the 
environment (for example the size of cities) that belong. Thus, a metric of the proximity relations between geomorphological 
objects (mountains, hills and plains) is proposed. This metric considers the peculiar aspects of the application context. Such 
metric is obtained by the consensus through a poll. For instance, if two trees are located in a distance of 500 meters one of the 
other, certainly we consider that these trees are far away or too far apart. In constrast, if two mountains or hills are located to the 
same distance of the trees (500 meters), we establish that these mountains are near or very near to each other. 
 
Distance between landforms.The concept of distance is applicable to many domains. The notion of proximity or remoteness 
depends on the domain. It is not the same to talk about the proximity between trees than hills, or talking about the age of people 
than the planets. Thus, in this work the specialization of the proximity as an abstract concept to obtain an equivalent concept 
applicable to the landforms is proposed. This is necessary to understand the meaning of proximity or remoteness. In Fig. 1 the 
specialization of the distance concept is depicted as well as it is applicable to the landforms domain. Fig. 1 is interpreted as the 
“distance_f”, which is the distance concept applicable to the landforms. In general the ontological structure proposed in Fig. 2 is 
useful to narrow the application of any property for a determined context, because it is possible to categorize distance_f more 
adequate to the landforms domain. For example, we propose a partition of distance_f (see Fig. 3). 
 
The goal to partition the specialized concept is to allow linking to each partition with any numeric value (or range of values) that 
can be measured from the data. So, if it is linked for instance, the concept “far” with a range between 30 and 40 km, it is 
possible that if the distance between two landforms is 32.5 km, then the geomorphological objects are “far” one of the other. 
This is denoted by E(32.5) = far, where E is the function that determines the specialization, which corresponds to the general 
numeric value. 

( )  iff ( ), ( ) ( ); , ,p x p y p x pE v y f v f v f v x y X= ∀ ≥ ∈  (1) 

Where pv is the numeric value of a property (i.e., distance), xf  is the function that determines the membership of the value pv  to 

the specialized concept x, and X is the set of specialized concepts. In the case study, X = {very near, near, intermediate, far, very 
far}. 
 
On the other hand, the function xf depends on the ranges or values linked to the concept x, therefore the behavior of xf should 

be defined in each case study. These ranges or values are called metrics and are classified as follows: 
• Subjectivemetrics. The values or ranges linked to each specialized concept are defined by a subject. These metrics can 

be used to capture and define the interests or profiles of the subjects. 
• Consensus metrics. The values or ranges are defined by a group of subjects, either they are agreed or the values can be 

obtained by means of polls. 
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• General or standardized metrics. The values are defined by organizations of experts or government agencies that use 
the policies elaborated by each entity.  

 

Fig. 1.distance_fis the distance concept applicable to the landforms 

 

Fig. 2.PropertyE1 is the abstract property applicable to the Environment 1 
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Fig. 3. Classification of the distance concept. 
 

 
We can assign ranges of values that can be inclusive or non-inclusive, depending on if the ranges have intersections, which can 
be linear or non-linear. In any case, it is necessary to define xf for each specialized concept. 

 
Circle. As we have mentioned, once that we determine which objects are near, it is necessary to establish the manner to dispose 
if a set of objects g circles to an object o. For this purpose, the computation of a convex hull of g is proposed. It is denoted by 

( )H g , which represents a convex polygon in which all objects in �  are registered. In Fig. 4 the meaning of ( )H g is depicted. 

 

Fig. 4. Convex hull. Given the points points pi,   i= 1,2,…,12,  the convex hull is the polygon that forms points in the set. Such the rest of the 
points are contained in this polygon 
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Once that ( )H g  is computed, it is necessary to determine if o is inside of ( )H g . It is important to mention that the elements of 

g as o are geomorphological objects segmented from a DEM. It implies that such objects are not points. However, we take into 
account the fact that such objects does not have well defined boundaries (bona fide objects, defined by Smith and Mark [7]), so 
it is necessary to establish a reference point inside the geomorphological object. In the case of elevations, the crest is considered 
as a bound reference point, in the case of plains there is not the crest, so we propose to use the middle point of the polygon that 
inscribes the landform, according to the methodology proposed by Quintero [6] and Torres [9]. In Fig. 5, an algorithm to 
specialize geomorphological concepts is proposed. 

 
Fig. 5. An algorithm to specialize geomorphological concepts. 

 
 

4 Results 
 
According to the case study, we propose a partition of the distance_f, integrating it with the proposed ontology in Quintero [6] 
and Torres [9]. In Fig. 6, we show the result of this kind of integration. 

 
Fig. 6. Extract of the ontology in which is specialized the distance concept for its application in the landforms. 

 
For the determination of the range of values linked to the specialized concepts, we applied a poll, which consisted of presenting 
images of Mexico that are composed of a valley and/or elevations in order to specify the people appreciation according to the 
distance of the objects. Fig. 7 presents a pair of several pictures presented in the poll. The classification of the numerical values 
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was obtained applying the polls. These values are expressed by kilometers of a distance classification. In Table 1, the values 
classification and the related concept are presented. 
 
The poll was developed selecting images of geomorphological objects that are very representative of Mexico. We show two 
images of the same place, only in the first one, we searched a photography of the natural landscape and the second represents the 
same place with the geomorphological objects to compare that are identified in order to express the opinion of people. The goal 
of showing the user the image of the natural landscape is to appreciate the environments of the objects, because the proximity 
perception that users have with respect the objects is interesting. The range of the approximations was from 1 to 5, in which the 
number 1 is equivalent to the objects that are “very near” and the number 5 is a distance that corresponds to “very far”. 
 

 
Fig. 7. Example of images that present in the poll. 

 
 

Table 1. The data of the poll with their corresponding mean and standard deviation values 

Very near Near Intermediate Far Very far 

0.1100 2.165 0 4.9200 8.9200 14.6500 
0.9065 2.5800 6.9200 11.0050 19.0200 
1.1100  2.6250  7.2100  12.8250  19.9350  
2.0650  2.8500  8.6750  13.4650  23.0200 
3.3650  3.0800  8.9950  13.8750   

 3.1900  9.4000  14.6650   
 4.1400  11.7675  14.6650   
 4.2900   14.8950   
 5.3400   15.9350   

� � = 1.5113 � � = 3.3622 � � = 8.2696 � � = 13.3611 � � = 19.1563 
� � = 1.2483 � � = 1.0209 � � = 2.1744 � � = 2.1856  � � = 3.4574  

 
The poll is divided into two parts in which the objective of the first part is to obtain in numerical information the common sense 
about the perceptions of the people distances. The answers of the people were very different, even though they have consistency. 
 
The second part of the poll is focused on the consensus about the meaning of “surround of”. We presented images in which is 
appreciated the landscapes with concepts that surround or near others. In Fig. 8, we can see an image that corresponds to the poll 
where it ask a question related to if the object A is surrounded of elevations, the answer of the population sample to this question 
was “yes”. 
 
Now, it is necessary to determine the membership function xf  to each specialized concept x. We propose the use of the normal 

likelihood distribution function, as a membership function to each specialized concept, considering that according to the results 
of the polls, the mean xµ  and standard deviation xσ  are known to each specialization of x. The latter is denoted as follows: 

2( , )

21
( ) ( , , ) ,

2

AB x

x

d

x AB AB x x

x

f d N d e

µ

σµ σ
σ π

−

= =  (2) 
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Where ABd  is the numeric value of the distance (in kilometers) from the object A to the object B, N is the function of normal 

likelihood distribution, xµ is the mean of the data associated to the distance that is considered in the range x, xσ  is the standard 

deviation related to the same range of distances, finally x X∈  and X = {very near, near,medium, far, very far}. In Fig. 9 the 
behavior of the membership functions to each x X∈  is shown. 
 

 
Fig. 8. Example of images presented in the poll 

 

 

Fig. 9. Graph that shows the behavior of the data obtained from the poll 

Summing the definition of ( )pE v  presented in the last section and adapting it to the case study, we establish that: 

( )  iff ( ), ( ) ( ),AB x AB y AB x ABE d y f d f d f d x X= ∀ ≥ ∈  (3) 
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It is important to mention that a DEM of Mexico City (see Fig. 10) was considered in this work, and a fragment of the semantic 
description of such model is depicted in Fig. 11. 
 

 
Fig. 10. DEM of Mexico City. 

 
 
RASTER SPATIAL DATA SET VM-100.DEM 
 
SPATIAL RESOLUTION: 50 
EXTREME COORD:  (129600.000000, -406800.000000) AND 
    (133200.000000, -403200.000000) 
 
CONTENTS: 
ELEV-ELEV-ELEV CLASSIFIED AS MOUNTAIN  
 EXTREME COORD:  (132540.000000, -405660.000000)  
     (136680.000000, -401460.000000) 
 MIN ALTITUDE:  2699 
 MAX ALTITUDE:   2774 
... 
ELEV-ELEV-PLAIN CLASSIFIED AS HILL  
 EXTREME COORD:  (132480.000000, -405720.000000) 
     (136740.000000, -401310.000000) 
 MIN ALTITUDE:  2656 
 MAX ALTITUDE:   2690 
 
PLAIN-PLAIN CLASSIFIED AS VALLEY  
 EXTREME COORD:  (133050.000000, -405750.000000) 
     (136800.000000, -402090.000000) 
 AVG ALTITUDE:  2645 
... 

 

Fig. 11. FDEM of the Mexico City 
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5 Conclusions 
 
In this work, we present a methodology for the specialization of the geomorphological concepts description, by means of the 
conceptualization of the relationships between such objects, contained within a DEM. The relation “surround of” was the central 
focus of this paper as well as its conceptualization. For this task, we defined an ontological structure to apply the distance 
metric, which are restricted by a context. In order to obtain the appreciations that people have with respect to the distances, we 
applied polls to compile the parameters or subjective metrics for mapping the conceptual values to numerical values. Once that 
we obtained such metrics, a specialization of the obtained descriptions by Torres et al. [8] were carried out, allowing describe 
valleys in which we only could describe plains. 
 
According to this methodology, it is possible to perform specializations of geomorphometrical objects that have been extracted 
from digital elevation models and for any general raster representation. On the other hand, the proposed framework to apply the 
distance metric to a particular context can be generalized for any other metric. 
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